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The present study had several beginnings. It first began with a
preliminary treatment of the historical development of what is commonly
called the "adversative passive" marker of Chinese, OC1 */bjai@/ ( > MC
*/bje@/  ), now pronounced bèi in MSC. When this subject was resumed in
more depth in a later paper, the entire word family of  OC */bjai!/

'skin' to which bèi belongs had become the subject. From within t h a t
paper arose appreciation of not only the need for an attempt at a
comparative treatment of that word family, but of the ultimate
profitability of such an endeavor. Looking at lexical data from daughter
languages of the ST family, the current paper begins the process of
attempting adequate treatment of all the members of this Chinese word
family by focusing upon one of its members :   OC */puai!/ ( > MC
*/pu·!/ > MSC /po44/ ) 'wave'.2

Semantics: Chinese

One of the supposed paronyms3 in the Eastern Han word family for

1OC = Old Chinese, MC = Middle Chinese, EM= Early Modern Mandarin (Jin Dai),
MSC = Modern Standard (i.e. Beijing) Chinese; ST = Sino-Tibetan, TB = Tibeto-Burman,
WT = Written (i.e. Classical) Tibetan. Here and elsewhere, unless otherwise indicated,
the OC/MC (c. 1,000 BC) reconstructions are based on those of LI & ZHOU.

2 Earlier findings will be incorporated into subsequent treatments in the series
of papers planned for this word family.

3 One may distinguish here intra-linguistic and inter-linguistic uses of the
term "word family". I should like to use the term "paronym" to indicate the intra-
lingual (language specific) word family member, reserving Matisoff's term "allofam"
for the inter-linguistic word family member. "Paronyms" in Chinese are thus two or
more words which were (or may have been) judged in a period relevant to
orthography as being sufficiently close in both sound and meaning  to warrant their
being written with the same phonetic component. This common "phonetic"
component (  zhuxiezi) in such cases would actually also be perceived as
providing something like a "root" semantic element to the members of its paronym
class. Thus, the term paronym is used in preference to a less wieldy term such as
"paronymophone". Excluded from the class of paronyms are simple graphical
"borrowings" with no semantic basis, although these are sometimes comprehended in
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 */bjai!/ 'skin' is the noun for 'wave, ripple, surge, flood', defined in SW4

as:

/puai!/ 298
Wave: water flows gushing. [Graph] composed of 
'water' [semantic determiner], and 'skin' phonetic.

I say here "supposed" because, in his commentary for the word 

*/bjai#/ 68
Argue, dispute, debate ...

DUAN Yucai (1815:91) writes something characteristic of some of his
oft-seen methodological presuppositions:

This is the  word's correct meaning.
The word  'skin' is 'to take a beast's skin'.
The word  [means also] 'to split, separate, divide, analyse'.
Thus, all words written with a  'skin' element
have this 'split, separate, divide, analyse' meaning.
And therefore  has meanings 'argue, dispute, debate ...'

Although DUAN makes this broad statement here, it is nothing peculiar to
this particular word or word family, or to his thinking in this particular
section of his SW text.5 DUAN's great commentary was sprawling enough
without endeavouring to present for every member of a given word family
what he perceived to be the semantic justification for its membership i n
that word family. In fact, DUAN inconsistently offers such explanation, and
does not offer it at all in the case of our  [po44] 'wave' word.

the meaning of the Chinese 'word family' (  xieshengzi), which gives us yet a
third term. It is also possible for words to have distinct phonetic components, and yet
still be perceived as both paronymous and paraphonous. In this case, such pairs have
been termed paronomastic (cf. LI Fanggui 1945:334, cited in Cook 1995:147n1), which
is to say that the "meaning" connection between the words is less overt, perhaps
traditionally deprecated, or else the result of failure (local variation or redundancy)
in the orthography.

4For etymological analysis of this morpheme we must begin, as usual, with the
great Eastern Han lexicon  Shuowen Jiezi (SW, presented to the emperor in
121AD), in DUAN Yucai's Qing Dynasty recension.

5Please see Cook 1995, Section 1, for a discussion of some of the semantic issues
in such analyses.
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It is in fact hard to imagine what satisfying explanation could surface
in 'wave' from a word family with underlying meaning of 'skin'. Of course,
if according to DUAN a semantic primitive such as <SPLIT> is at the heart of
this family, this could easily be made to diverge by shades of meaning into
whatever tributary ideas might be needed.

At one point I entertained a more restricted (and yet, I fear, no more
successful) idea for the entire SW 'skin' word family, which resulted i n
what I perceived to be four natural morpho-phonemic classes, p resen ted
here.6

The  'skin' Word Family of  S h u o w e n j i e z i

 

 

6 "##" and "**" here indicate characters in the SW text which unfortunately
are not in Modern computer Kaishu encodings; these characters are in my SW
encoding. The glosses are those of the 7th c. Song Dynasty text which served as the
basis for DUAN's reconstruction. Numerals after the OC reconstructions refer to
LI&ZHOU, whose OC tone classes I represent here with superscript. "00" indicates that
a given word is not attested early enough to permit an OC reconstruction (by L&Z's
crieria), and I have not ventured my own based on MC.
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The  Word Family of ( c o n t i n u e d )

 

My concluding thought after all this was that, if (and this is a big "if")
it is possible for both 'wave' and 'skin' to surface from a common
underlying primitive, a primitive such as <SURFACE> might be m o r e
satisfying than <SPLIT> (though I won't split hairs here in trying t o
rigorously distinguish these two close concepts). Suffice it to say that a
'wave' is a surface phenomenon with regard to liquid, just as 'skin' is a
surface phenomenon for animal and vegetable bodies.

I will no more delve into the depths of such vasty semantic
primitives in this paper, but rather, would prefer to resume what I see a s
more productive discussion of the concrete natural object 'wave (in a body
of water)'. This natural object, as we shall see, is not only exceedingly
concrete semantically, but also very simple phonologically, both of which
are attributes favorable to a lexical item's extreme longevity.
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In closing this sinitic semantic section, a few more words with regard
to historical semantics remain to be said. First, although SW is as usual the
first cited text in lexical analyses, the word  is also attested in other early
texts. It appears, for example in the Shijing-Xiaoya-
Jianjianzhishi [The Poetry Classic - Secondary Section of Elegance, in the
Ode "Gradually, gradually, the stone"], commonly said (e.g. CH 1250) to
contain material composed at the end of the Western Zhou, or beginning of
the Eastern Zhou, which is to say, somewhere around the middle of the
eighth century BC. In later or less reliably dated texts there are extensions
of meaning in which  means 'water' rather than 'wave' (for these see
HYDZD p. 671). Moving in the other direction chronologically, I was unable
to find any identification of the word  in the oracle bone inscriptions
(OBI) at my disposal. For example, looking in LZ in the exceedingly shor t
'water' section (c. p. 487) presented nothing conclusive in those Shang
inscriptions. Granted, I did not really make an exhaustive study of t h e
problem, as I was preoccupied with data relating to other of the ST
daughter languages. Certainly, I should not be surprised if someone can
identify some OBI character form, either with or without the water radical,
with this wave word.

Finally, it must be mentioned that as my computerized concordance
of the SW text reveals, there is also in SW a phonetic gloss for one of the
related characters:

*/phjei@/? 55
[a kind of silk ribbon or braided silk cord]

The phrase shows us that the bisyllabic compound (binom)
 [lit. 'water-wave'] may have existed in Han times, though these 

"du ruo" 'read as' phonetic glosses are in some if not many cases
considered late intrusions into the original text of 121 AD. It is interesting,
nevertheless, to find this binom in the SW text. It was this binom which
initially caused me to realize what would turn out be the most profitable
vein in the present inquiry. This subject is resumed below with regard to
the comparative Sino-Tibetan data.
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Phonology: Chinese

The usual OC/MC reconstructions being all well and good, it a lways
seems more satisfying to me to begin with modern synchronic data, and in
this regard the following eight "dialect"7 readings of  are presented (data
from LI & ZHOU, p.298.9):

MSC Wu Xiang Gan Kejia Yue Mindong Minnan

po! pu! po! po! pƒ! pƒ! phƒ! po!,
pho!

The tones here marked "!"  are in every case 44 highish even tones on a
CHAO scale (1-5 , low to high), except for the Xiang (33) and Yue [Cantonese]
(53). Thus, for LI&ZHOU the development of a purported OC */puai!/ > MC
*/pu·!/  > EM /puƒ!/  in these dialects (neglecting for the moment the
questions of lineal descent for Min) involves a voiceless bilabial stop onset
which has remained unchanged throughout Chinese history. The coda, o n
the other hand, was not so fortunate. Although an OC/MC pingsheng tone
may very well have had the same quality as that heard today, the OC/MC
vowel has been raised in modern dialects under the influence of the older
medial high front rounded vowel. Note that for MSC today, articulation of
this initial is accompanied by a noticeable labialization of the vowel [pwo44] .
The aberrant development of aspiration in the Min forms is problematic,
since in LI&ZHOU's tables Min aspirates most regularly develope from both
OC aspirates and OC voiced initials. Non-lineal descent MC > Min,8 or Min
innovation are topics which may be considered later in this regard.

As for the reconstruction of this OC intitial, Karlgren (GSR:251) h a d
the following:

pwä > puä > po ::: wave, surge; to be shaken as on waves.

Karlgren's transcription9 may be given in normalized form as follows:

pw· > pu· > po

7LI&ZHOU use the groups of YUAN Jiahua 1961.
8Cf. Norman 1988:228ƒƒ; Branner 2000.
9 According to Norman [1988:38], Karlgren's phonetic transcription was based

on J.A. Lundell's Swedish dialect alphabet.
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His reconstruction posits an OC medial bilabial consonantal on-glide which
developed into a full vowel in MC, which reconstruction is slightly different
from LI&ZHOU's reconstruction, derived from that of WANG Li. The quality
of the MC vowel is not disputed in any of the reconstructions listed in YU
Naiyong, though there is disagreement relating to the vocalic status of t h e
medial.

According to LI Fanggui's system (1971:265) this OC word would be

p a r w a v e (n.) Chinese (Old) (LI,1971)

where he "provisionally reconstructs" a final *-r, on the basis of contacts
with final *-n elsewhere (and so, for LI all OC syllables are closed.) Axel
Shuessler (1987:40) and William H. Baxter (1992:1049, cf. pp. 291,413), on
the other hand, reconstruct here

p a j w a v e (n.) Chinese (Old) (Baxter,1992)

Without yet considering the virtues or differences of these t w o
recontructed final codas, acknowledging the tentative nature of both, we
may return for the moment to the reconstructions presented previously,
under "The  Word Family of  above. There it was supposed
that for the first two groups, an underlying meaning of <skin> might
somehow account for the various surface meanings. And yet turning to the
third group, beginning with  */pwa1/ 'wave, ripple' the meanings
seemed more divergent, though perhaps still relating to "surface"
phenomena. The pronunciations are more divergent in group 298 as well,
its medial bilabial glide being parallel to the 302/306 forms in group 1. We
may broadly characterize the overall phonology of all those groups (in
accordance with the various reconstructions) in terms of a bilabial s top
initial (voiced, voiceless aspirated or plain), a medial glide /j/ or /w/, an
open final /a/ and a non-stop tone (all three MC non-stop tones occur i n
this group). Karlgren (1957) distinguished OC initial voiced aspirates in this
series as well, although today this is commonly deprecated by those who
would derive MC voiced initial stops from OC voiced initial stops (LI
Fanggui, 1971:10ƒƒ).

A question which might naturally arise at this point is whether
researchers have identified putative cognates to any of the above OC w o r d
family syllables in Sino-Tibetan (ST) languages. In fact, the short answer
seems to be "no". First (and this is not unusual), I have found no m e m b e r s
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of this word family mentioned in connection with cognates in ST languages,
not in STC (Benedict 1972), Luce(1981), nor among the works of the usual
suspects. Second, looking for parallel constructions in the major branches
of Tibeto-Burman (TB), I have as yet found no mention in the literature of
anything similar to Sinitic bèi passivization. This problem is looked a t
in another study in this series. For the present, it seems that with th is
fuzzy picture of the OC phonology, we might consult the STEDT databases to
see what comparative data presents itself, and to what extent such data
might prove illuminating of the questions at hand.

The Comparative Evidence: WT, Burmese, Lahu

As mentioned above, it was the binom  /∑ui213po44/ [lit. 'water-
wave'] encountered in the  gloss of a word in my electronic
Shuowenjiezi  concordance which set off a series of associations in my mind,
some of which I have come to suspect may have been fortuitous, but
others of which seem well beyond the realm of coincidence.

Tabulated below are 'wave' polysyllables apparent in STEDT's WT
lexical data, and perhaps several of these forms will set off similar
associations in the minds of other readers:

WT <WAVE> polysyllables

dba' ::: [wave, billow, expression of approval, well done]
dba' klong ::: [(tumultuous) waves, billow, eddy, whirlpool caused by the waves]
dba' klong 'khrug ::: [a large lake]
dba' rlabs ::: [waves]
dba' rlabs can ma ::: [hill torrent, rapid mountain stream]
dba' rlabs skyes ::: [spray, sea foam, scum on water]
dba' tshub ::: [surge, roar, turmoil of waves]
dpa' rlabs dang bcas pa ::: [ocean, having violent waves]
klung 'bab pa ::: [rushing of a hill torrent, flowing of a river]
rba ::: [waves]
rba klong ::: [eddy caused by the waves, waves, billow]
rba klongs ::: [waves, wave, billow]
rba rlabs ::: [waves, wave, billow]
rba skya ::: [whitish waves]
rba thal thal 'ong ::: [waves come flowing past]
rdo rje rba rlabs ::: [vajra wave]
rdo rje'i rba rlabs ::: [wave of the vajra (yantra yoga concluding exercise)]
chu'i rba rlabs ::: [wave]
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It is seen that I have isolated WT 'wave' words and expressions
which all contain prefixed /ba/ syllables. The two primary syllables are
/dba'/ and /rba/, synonyms meaning 'wave'. The first two syllables of
/chu'i rba rlabs/ reminded me of Chinese  shui3b o 1, although STEDT
currently etymologizes the 'water' syllables in these two words u n d e r
different roots (note that the WT form has a genetival suffix, lit. ‘water's
wave’). Neglecting this point for the moment, what about the second
syllable? Compare also the following two Chinese binoms, given here with
Karlgren's OC transcription:

pwä läng ( ä = [å] )
pwä glän

Both of these are common modern words for 'wave, billow'; Karlgren
glosses each of the three characters in these two binoms as follows (with
his OC > MC > Mandarin pronunciations):

pwä > puä > po ::: wave, surge; to be shaken as on waves GS25l;
läng > läng  > lang ::: name of a river; place name GS735k,r;
läng > läng- > lang ::: excessive, reckless, dissolute GS735k,(n);
läng > läng- > lang ::: to flow GS735k; Gl. 80;
glän > län Ü län- > lan ::: big wave GS185k; Gl. 278.

I f   shui3 b o 1  is not completely satisfying in comparison to WT
/chu'i rba/, please compare also  bo1lang 4  and  bo1lan2 with WT
/dba' klong/, /rba klong/, /rba klongs/. Although I will not here venture a
guess as to the relation between /klong(s)/ and  or , it does seem t h a t
there may be a relation: might the lack of velar nasal in the reconstructed
OC forms of the former somehow relate to the presence or absence of the
WT -s suffix?

Casting our net yet further abroad into Lolo-Burmese, compare also
the following Lahu 'wave' words, excerpted from the Electronic Dictionary
of Lahu (Matisoff, 2000).

1206 929 b»a Mpfx wave; ripple
22999 185 \ø-b»a(=n»a) N a wave; ripple
23003 185 \ø-b»a=\ø-b»a-n»a qay ve Nadv + V come in waves
1208 929 Ÿg\ï-b»a N wave (in water); a ripple
1212 929 Ÿg\ï=b»a-n»a N wave; ripple
23000 185 |î-k»a÷=b»a N wave (in water)
23001 185 Ÿg\ï-b»a(=n»a) N wave (in water)
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The voiced bilabial initials in the above Lahu bbbb »»»» aaaa  forms (5 4  high-
falling tone;. Ÿ ŸŸŸgggg \\\\ïïïï----bbbb »»»»aaaa  , lit. 'water-wave') fit well with what one would expect
from a prenasalized PLB voiced initial.10 As for the final, when one looks to
Burmese itself for support, the findings are not entirely in accordance with
expectation. The following forms are cited from PKB-WBRD11:

3591.81168302 phui bellows12 ( cf. taÉm-p»ui 'a horn', also 'a wave' )
3580.81058248 p»ui-c»ui- recklessly
1524.35363832 hl»ui≥ wave, billow

The WB word ttttaaaa ÉÉÉÉmmmm----pppp»»»»uuuuiiii glossed 'a horn' [i.e. a musical horn], and also 'a wave'
is interesting, and these meanings are confirmed in Judson's t w o
dictionaries, and in the Myanmar Language Commission (MLC) dictionary.
The first syllable is glossed in MLC (p. 172) as meaning 'limpidity; liquid,
water' in certain contexts, and this word is the homophonous syllable in
'horn (musical)', which means 'a stick'. In any event, it is the syllable pppp »»»»uuuuiiii
with which we are more concerned in ttttaaaa ÉÉÉÉmmmm----pppp »»»»uuuuiiii  'wave'. The final of this word
has been related by Matisoff to PTB *----˙̇̇̇wwww    , which may present a problem if
this is to be related to the OC and WT -a final.

The WB word hhhhllll » »»»uuuuiiii≥≥≥≥ 'wave, billow'13 may remind us of WT klong(s )
and Chinese  o r  , though the regularity of these correspondences
remains to be demonstrated. If a WB trisyllabic compound such as ttttaaaaÉÉÉÉmmmm----pppp»»»»uuuuiiii
hhhhllll » »»»uuuuiiii≥≥≥≥ 'wave, billow' can be verified (as I only have testimony of the
existence of this compound from a single informant), this might also s e rve
to further these suspicions, parallel to other polysyllables seen so far.

10Cf. STC, p.22.
11This data is here cited from STEDT's electronic version of Paul K. Benedict's

Written Burmese Rhyming Dictionary  (1976), which includes a relational syllable
canon. Benedict's source for this data was Judson (1893), against which his cited
forms have been verified.

12 Cp. WT 'bellows':
bud pa ::: [bellows]
'bud 'dung ::: [trumpet, bellows]
sbid pa ::: [SA sprid pa, bellows, instrument for blowing a fire]
sbud mchu ::: [tube or iron mouth of a bellows]
sbud pa ::: [bellows, skin bellows used in blowing the hearth]
sprid pa ::: [SA sbid pa, bellows, instrument for blowing a fire]
tho ba spud pa ::: [hammer and bellows]
tho ba sbud pa ::: [hammer and bellows]
sbud pa 'bud pa ::: [blow the bellows]

13Cf. MLC, 1996:465.
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The STEDT Comparative Data

The following 109 records from the STEDT databases represent data
for the narrow 'wave (in a body of water)' semantic domain, sorted b y
Language Group, and sub-sorted by Language Name.14 This data set is
presented in its entirety so that the reader may have the experience of
looking at a relatively unanalysed data-set. Perusal of this data will reveal
that although there are a great many more etymological roots in these 109
records than are treated in the present study, interspersed in these forms
are certain syllables which may seem familiar indeed. Such views of such a
broad sweep of ST linguistic data always sends chills down my spine ... a
feeling such as I imagine astronauts might have looking down upon the
earth from outer space. Once the reader has had the opportunity to take in
the vista of this data, I will present my extraction of the relevant forms
into a postulated cognate set below.

SSSSTTTTEEEEDDDDTTTT    SSSSeeeemmmmaaaannnnttttiiiicccc    SSSSeeeetttt::::    ''''wwwwaaaavvvveeee    ((((iiiinnnn    aaaa    bbbbooooddddyyyy    ooooffff    wwwwaaaatttteeeerrrr))))''''

LLLLeeeexxxxiiiiccccaaaallll    EEEEnnnnttttrrrryyyy GGGGlllloooossssssss GGGG LLLLaaaannnngggguuuuaaaaggggeeee    NNNNaaaammmmeeee CCCCiiiittttaaaattttiiiioooonnnn SSSSrrrrcccc    IIIIDDDD GGGGrrrrpppp

rl+ap wave n *Sino-Tibetan Coblin 86 158 ST

l~a-do wave Apatani Sun J 93 Tani TANI

(˙-si) si-lap wave Bengni Sun J 93 Tani TANI

bu-sar wave Bokar Sun J 93 Tani TANI

bu ˚ar wave n Bokar Dai 92 TBL 0048.24 TANI

t|ë-rtsæos wave Caodeng Sun J 97 Cao TANI

si-per wave Milang Tayeng 76 Mil TANI

må£¡t˚i∞£tå£¡kui∞∞ wave n Darang Deng Dai 92 TBL 0048.22 DENG

å £¡ti∞∞då£¡kom∞∞ wave n Geman Deng Dai 92 TBL 0048.23 DENG

ta:-ku: wave Taraon Anonymous xx Tar DENG

lyu wave (that strikes
the shore)

n Taraon Anonymous xx Tar DENG

1 4 Note that in the table headers, G  = 'grammatical function'; English 'wave'
verbal glosses have been consciously excluded from this data set. Grp (Group, sub-
grouping) abbreviations are explained in Appendix 1.
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SSSSTTTTEEEEDDDDTTTT    SSSSeeeemmmmaaaannnnttttiiiicccc    SSSSeeeetttt::::    ''''wwwwaaaavvvveeee    ((((iiiinnnn    aaaa    bbbbooooddddyyyy    ooooffff    wwwwaaaatttteeeerrrr))))''''

LLLLeeeexxxxiiiiccccaaaallll    EEEEnnnnttttrrrryyyy GGGGlllloooossssssss GGGG LLLLaaaannnngggguuuuaaaaggggeeee    NNNNaaaammmmeeee CCCCiiiittttaaaattttiiiioooonnnn SSSSrrrrcccc    IIIIDDDD GGGGrrrrpppp

buan™™ bubbling, frothing
(of liquids, rivers,
waves)

n. Lai (Haka) Van Bik 00 LED CHIN

tiÚ let wave (in any large
body of water)

n. Lai (Haka) Van Bik 00 LED CHIN

let to flip (cf. wave); to
translate

vi,
vt.

Lai (Haka) Van Bik 00 LED CHIN

tuÚi¡ hual™ wave Tiddim Bhaskararao 96
CDB

1844 CHIN

phaw wave Tangkhul Bhat 69 TNV 100 NAGA

osa wave Bodo Bhat 68  Boro BG

d˙yt|un wave Bodo Bhat 68  Boro BG

d˙y≠haw wave Bodo Bhat 68  Boro BG

m˙≠k˙w pa≠pl|î wave Bodo Bhat 68  Boro BG

stŸokŸol t—î wave n Kanauri Bailey 11 WH

n”um-h|on a wave (in water) n Lepcha Mainwaring 98 p.373 LEP

tshi∞£lap∞£ wave n Cuona Menba Dai 92 TBL 0048.06 TBC

˚om pa wave n Motuo Menba Dai 92 TBL 0048.07 TBC

÷a™ lon™ wave Manang (Gyaru) Nagano 84 Man 284 TGTM

£÷alo≥ wave Manang (Prakaa) Hoshi 84 0615b TGTM

¡kyu £÷alo≥ wave Manang (Prakaa) Hoshi 84 0615a TGTM

syo≥≠ki pah≠kæar wave Tamang (Sahu) Taylor 72 TmVo 5.75 TGTM

tahr wave Thakali (Tukche) Hari 71a ThVo TGTM

t˚h˙ rlap wave n Tibetan (Alike) Dai 92 TBL 0048.05 TIB

ba¡£låu÷∞£ wave n Tibetan (Batang) Dai 92 TBL 0048.03 TIB

p˙¡£l˙p∞™ wave n Tibetan (Lhasa) Dai 92 TBL 0048.02 TIB

rba rlabs wave n Tibetan (Written) Dai 92 TBL 0048.01 TIB

dba'-klo≥ wave, billow n Tibetan (Written) JŸaschke 81 p.386 TIB

rba-klo≥ wave, billow n Tibetan (Written) JŸaschke 81 p.386 TIB

rba-rl|abs wave, billow n Tibetan (Written) JŸaschke 81 p.386 TIB
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SSSSTTTTEEEEDDDDTTTT    SSSSeeeemmmmaaaannnnttttiiiicccc    SSSSeeeetttt::::    ''''wwwwaaaavvvveeee    ((((iiiinnnn    aaaa    bbbbooooddddyyyy    ooooffff    wwwwaaaatttteeeerrrr))))''''

LLLLeeeexxxxiiiiccccaaaallll    EEEEnnnnttttrrrryyyy GGGGlllloooossssssss GGGG LLLLaaaannnngggguuuuaaaaggggeeee    NNNNaaaammmmeeee CCCCiiiittttaaaattttiiiioooonnnn SSSSrrrrcccc    IIIIDDDD GGGGrrrrpppp

rba-skya whitish waves n Tibetan (Written) JŸaschke 81 p.386 TIB

dba'-tÆs|ub surge, roar, turmoil
of waves

n Tibetan (Written) JŸaschke 81 p.386 TIB

rba-klo≥s waves n Tibetan (Written) Das 1902 p.935 TIB

wa lep wave n Tibetan (Xiahe) Dai 92 TBL 0048.04 TIB

phE≠llE≥ wave, current,
school of small
fish

Limbu Driem 87 Lim E

bju¡ wave n Tangut LIN 00 PC S4069 X

pa¡ wave n Tangut LIN 00 PC S4921 X

zjÈÚr™-bju¡-t˚æi˙¡ water-wave-foam
(or froth)

n Tangut LIN 00 PC X

bju¡ pa¡ wave n Tangut LIN 00 PC X

©r˙ rdav wave n Daofu Dai 92 TBL 0048.12 Q

t∆h˙∞∞t˙∞∞ wave n Guiqiong Dai 92 TBL 0048.16 Q

ba££lë∞£ wave n Muya Dai 92 TBL 0048.15 Q

t∆˙∞∞fpa∞∞ wave n Pumi (Lanping) Dai 92 TBL 0048.09 Q

ts˙ ˚y‰ wave n Qiang (Mawo) Dai 92 TBL 0048.08 Q

Ôi¡£rdÔo∞∞ wave n Queyu (Xinlong) Dai 92 TBL 0048.13 Q

d‰££t‰££nbu∞£ wave n Shixing Dai 92 TBL 0048.17 Q

tØ££®to∞∞ wave n Zhaba Dai 92 TBL 0048.14 Q

t∆˙ lwèk wave n rGyalrong
(Maerkang)

Dai 92 TBL 0048.11 RG

t∆˙ slu≥ wave n rGyalrong
(Maerkang)

Dai 92 TBL 0048.11 RG

k˙w—a≥ go in circular
waves

Jingpho Matisoff 74 TJLB 246 JG

kha÷£¡le≥£¡ wave n Jingpho Dai 92 TBL 0048.19 JG

kha÷£¡le≥£¡ a wave (in water) n Jingpho Dai 83 Jin p.228 JG

t˚i≥£¡klø÷∞∞ wave n Dulong Dai 92 TBL 0048.20 NG

t˚hi£¡tshå∞∞ wave n Nung Dai 92 TBL 0048.21 NG

¬å~î∞∞ wave n Burmese (Rangoon) Dai 92 TBL 0048.27 BM
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SSSSTTTTEEEEDDDDTTTT    SSSSeeeemmmmaaaannnnttttiiiicccc    SSSSeeeetttt::::    ''''wwwwaaaavvvveeee    ((((iiiinnnn    aaaa    bbbbooooddddyyyy    ooooffff    wwwwaaaatttteeeerrrr))))''''

LLLLeeeexxxxiiiiccccaaaallll    EEEEnnnnttttrrrryyyy GGGGlllloooossssssss GGGG LLLLaaaannnngggguuuuaaaaggggeeee    NNNNaaaammmmeeee CCCCiiiittttaaaattttiiiioooonnnn SSSSrrrrcccc    IIIIDDDD GGGGrrrrpppp

hlo≥£ wave n Burmese (Written) Dai 92 TBL 0048.26 BM

hl»ui≥ wave, billow n Burmese (Written) Benedict 76 WBur 1524.35
363832

BM

phui bellows ( cf. taÉm-
p»ui 'a horn', also 'a
wave' ) 

Burmese (Written) Benedict 76 WBur 3591.81
168302

BM

taÉm-p»ui a horn; a wave (cp.
yoke)

n Burmese (Written) Benedict 76 WBur 4097.81
168302

BM

taÉm-p»ui a horn (musical
instrument); a
wave, billow, hl»ui≥

n Burmese (Written) Judson 93 4097.81
168302

BM

vui∞¡kjun∞¡ wave n Zaiwa Dai 92 TBL 0048.30 BM

®uei∞£la≥£∞tsΩ£¡ wave n Namuyi Dai 92 TBL 0048.46 YI

®uø£¡ wave n Nusu Dai 92 TBL 0048.34 LO-N

zi££ts_i∞∞ wave n Yi (Nanhua) Dai 92 TBL 0048.37 LO-N

©∑∞∞lå™¡bå™¡ wave n Yi (Weishan) Dai 92 TBL 0048.36 LO-N

ji¡¡ts_i∞∞ wave n Yi (Wuding) Dai 92 TBL 0048.38 LO-N

Ω££mbo££ wave n Yi (Xide) Dai 92 TBL 0048.35 LO-N

\ø-chu roll of fat; wave,
ripple; wave

Lahu Matisoff 87 BP 168 LO-C

\ø-chu=b»a-n»a roll of fat; wave,
ripple; wave

Lahu Matisoff 87 BP 168 LO-C

\ø-b»a(=n»a) roll of fat; wave,
ripple; wave

Lahu Matisoff 87 BP 168 LO-C

©\ï=b»a-n»a roll of fat; wave,
ripple; wave

Lahu Matisoff 87 BP 168 LO-C

b»a wave; ripple n Lahu Matisoff 88 DL p929 LO-C

\ø-b»a(=n»a) wave; ripple n Lahu Matisoff 88 DL p929 LO-C

\ø-b»a=\ø-b»a-n»a qay
ve

come in waves v Lahu Matisoff 88 DL p929 LO-C

Ÿg\ï-b»a wave (in water) n Lahu Matisoff 88 DL p929 LO-C

Ÿg\ï=b»a-n»a wave; ripple n Lahu Matisoff 88 DL p929 LO-C

Ÿg\ï-b»a a wave; a ripple n Lahu Matisoff 88 DL p929 LO-C

|î-k»a÷=b»a wave (in water) n Lahu Matisoff 88 DL p929 LO-C
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SSSSTTTTEEEEDDDDTTTT    SSSSeeeemmmmaaaannnnttttiiiicccc    SSSSeeeetttt::::    ''''wwwwaaaavvvveeee    ((((iiiinnnn    aaaa    bbbbooooddddyyyy    ooooffff    wwwwaaaatttteeeerrrr))))''''

LLLLeeeexxxxiiiiccccaaaallll    EEEEnnnnttttrrrryyyy GGGGlllloooossssssss GGGG LLLLaaaannnngggguuuuaaaaggggeeee    NNNNaaaammmmeeee CCCCiiiittttaaaattttiiiioooonnnn SSSSrrrrcccc    IIIIDDDD GGGGrrrrpppp

Ÿg\ï-b»a(=n»a) wave (in water) n Lahu Matisoff 88 DL p929 LO-C

©∑£¡bå∞£ wave n Lahu (Lancang) Dai 92 TBL 0048.43 LO-C

_e££l_‰£¡m_i£¡ wave n Lisu Dai 92 TBL 0048.40 LO-C

ji££lá÷™¡me÷™¡ wave; tide Lisu (Northern) Bradley 94 Lisu LO-C

ji££thø££ wave and tide Lisu (Northern) Bradley 94 Lisu LO-C

ji££tsi∞∞ great wave; raging
billow; tide

Lisu (Northern) Bradley 94 Lisu LO-C

ji££tsi∞∞ ku££thu™¡ rolling waves Lisu (Northern) Bradley 94 Lisu LO-C

ji££tsi∞∞ ku££thu™¡
ku££thu™¡

billows; whitecaps
surging; waves

Lisu (Northern) Bradley 94 Lisu LO-C

di££då™¡ wave n Naxi Dai 92 TBL 0048.45 LO-C

’z££lÅ¡¡t¬“z¢¢mÅ££ wave n Yi (Sani) Dai 92 TBL 0048.39 LO-C

∑∞∞dø∞∞ wave n Hani (LŸuchun) Dai 92 TBL 0048.41 LO-S

∑∞∞tho££ wave n Hani (Mojiang) Dai 92 TBL 0048.42 LO-S

p˙££t˚y££ji¢¢no¢¢ wave n Jinuo Dai 92 TBL 0048.44 JNO

l”ø£pø¡ wave Bwe (Western) Luce 85 E.10 KAR

thŒî l—‰≥ wave n Pa-O Solnit 89 PaO KAR

l”̇ ≠pø¡ wave Paku Luce 85 E.10 KAR

l”̇ ≠pø™ wave Pho (Delta) Luce 85 E.10 KAR

l”̇ ≠pø∞ wave Pho (Tenasserim) Luce 85 E.10 KAR

l”̇ ≠pø¡ wave Sgaw Luce 85 E.10 KAR

l˙£pø∞∞ wave (in the ocean) n Sgaw (Bassein) Matisoff 00 FM 0048.50 KAR

po∞∞no¢™ wave n Bai Dai 92 TBL 0048.48 BAI

paj wave n Chinese (Old) Baxter 92 1049 OC

pw»å/pu»å wave / surge; be
shaken as on waves

Chinese (Old/Mid) Karlgren 57 ANK 25l OC

gl»ån/l»ån(-) wave (big) n Chinese (Old/Mid) Karlgren 57 ANK 185k OC

dfl»åd/dfl»åi- wave n Chinese (Old/Mid) Karlgren 57 ANK 317f-g OC
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The above four OC forms conclude the STEDT Semantic Set for 'wave
(in a body of water)'. We may now commence with exhibition of t h e
proposed Cognate Set of 51 records extracted from the above Semantic Set.

SSSSTTTTEEEEDDDDTTTT    CCCCooooggggnnnnaaaatttteeee    SSSSeeeetttt    ####3333555588883333::::    PPPPSSSSTTTT    ****((((PPPP))))----bbbbaaaa    <<<<WWWWAAAAVVVVEEEE    ((((iiiinnnn    aaaa    bbbbooooddddyyyy    ooooffff    wwwwaaaatttteeeerrrr))))>>>>

RRRReeeefffflllleeeexxxx GGGGlllloooossssssss GGGG LLLLaaaannnngggguuuuaaaaggggeeee CCCCiiiittttaaaattttiiiioooonnnn SSSSrrrrcccc    IIIIDDDD GGGGrrrrpppp

bbbbuuuu-sar wave Bokar Sun J 93 Tani TANI

bbbbuuuu ˚ar wave n Bokar Dai 92 TBL 0048.24 TANI

si-ppppeeeerrrr wave Milang Tayeng 76 Mil TANI

bbbbuuuuaaaannnn™™™™™™™™ bubbling, frothing (of
liquids, rivers, waves)

n
.

Lai (Haka) Van Bik 00 LED CHIN

pppphhhhaaaawwww wave Tangkhul Bhat 69 TNV 100 NAGA

m˙≠k˙w ppppaaaa≠pl|î wave Bodo Bhat 68  Boro BG

syo≥≠ki ppppaaaahhhh≠kæar wave Tamang (Sahu) Taylor 72 TmVo 5.75 TGTM

bbbbaaaa¡¡¡¡££££låu÷∞£ wave n Tibetan (Batang) Dai 92 TBL 0048.03 TIB

pppp˙̇̇̇¡¡¡¡££££l˙p∞™ wave n Tibetan (Lhasa) Dai 92 TBL 0048.02 TIB

rrrrbbbbaaaa rlabs wave n Tibetan (Written) Dai 92 TBL 0048.01 TIB

ddddbbbbaaaa''''-klo≥ wave, billow n Tibetan (Written) JŸaschke 81 p.386 TIB

rrrrbbbbaaaa-klo≥ wave, billow n Tibetan (Written) JŸaschke 81 p.386 TIB

rrrrbbbbaaaa-rl|abs wave, billow n Tibetan (Written) JŸaschke 81 p.386 TIB

rrrrbbbbaaaa-skya whitish waves n Tibetan (Written) JŸaschke 81 p.386 TIB

ddddbbbbaaaa''''-tÆs|ub surge, roar, turmoil of
waves

n Tibetan (Written) JŸaschke 81 p.386 TIB

ddddbbbbaaaa''''-byi water-rat? n Tibetan (Written) JŸaschke 81 p.386 TIB

rrrrbbbbaaaa-klo≥s waves n Tibetan (Written) Das 1902 p.935 TIB

wwwwaaaa lep wave n Tibetan (Xiahe) Dai 92 TBL 0048.04 TIB

pppphhhhEEEE≠llE≥ wave, current, school of
small fish

Limbu Driem 87 Lim E

bbbbjjjjuuuu¡¡¡¡ wave n Tangut (Xi Xia) LIN 00 PC S4069 X

ppppaaaa¡¡¡¡ wave (b<Chinese) n Tangut LIN 00 PC S4921 X

zjÈÚr™-bbbbjjjjuuuu¡¡¡¡-t˚æi˙¡ water-wave-foam (or froth) n Tangut (Xi Xia) LIN 00 PC X

bbbbjjjjuuuu¡ pa¡ wave n Tangut (Xi Xia) LIN 00 PC X
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SSSSTTTTEEEEDDDDTTTT    CCCCooooggggnnnnaaaatttteeee    SSSSeeeetttt    ####3333555588883333::::    PPPPSSSSTTTT    ****((((PPPP))))----bbbbaaaa    <<<<WWWWAAAAVVVVEEEE    ((((iiiinnnn    aaaa    bbbbooooddddyyyy    ooooffff    wwwwaaaatttteeeerrrr))))>>>>

RRRReeeefffflllleeeexxxx GGGGlllloooossssssss GGGG LLLLaaaannnngggguuuuaaaaggggeeee CCCCiiiittttaaaattttiiiioooonnnn SSSSrrrrcccc    IIIIDDDD GGGGrrrrpppp

bbbbaaaa££££££££lë∞£ wave n Muya Dai 92 TBL 0048.15 Q

t∆˙∞∞ffffppppaaaa∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞ wave n Pumi (Lanping) Dai 92 TBL 0048.09 Q

d‰££t‰££nnnnbbbbuuuu∞∞∞∞££££ wave n Shixing Dai 92 TBL 0048.17 Q

taÉm-pppp»»»»uuuuiiii a wave, billow, hl»ui≥; a
horn (musical instrument);
(cp. yoke)

n Burmese (Written) Judson 93, 
Benedict 76
WBur

4097.81
168302

BM

©∑∞∞lå™¡bbbbåååå™™™™¡¡¡¡ wave n Yi (Weishan) Dai 92 TBL 0048.36 LO-N

Ω££mmmmbbbboooo££££££££ wave n Yi (Xide) Dai 92 TBL 0048.35 LO-N

\ø-chu=bbbb»»»»aaaa-n»a roll of fat; wave, ripple;
wave

Lahu Matisoff 87 BP 168 LO-C

\ø-bbbb»»»»aaaa(=n»a) roll of fat; wave, ripple;
wave

Lahu Matisoff 87 BP 168 LO-C

©\ï=bbbb»»»»aaaa-n»a roll of fat; wave, ripple;
wave

Lahu Matisoff 87 BP 168 LO-C

bbbb»»»»aaaa wave; ripple n Lahu Matisoff 88 DL p929 LO-C

\ø-bbbb»»»»aaaa(=n»a) wave; ripple n Lahu Matisoff 88 DL p929 LO-C

\ø-bbbb»»»»aaaa=\ø-bbbb»»»»aaaa-n»a qay ve come in waves v Lahu Matisoff 88 DL p929 LO-C

Ÿg\ï-bbbb»»»»aaaa wave (in water) n Lahu Matisoff 88 DL p929 LO-C

Ÿg\ï=bbbb»»»»aaaa-n»a wave; ripple n Lahu Matisoff 88 DL p929 LO-C

Ÿg\ï-bbbb»»»»aaaa a wave; a ripple n Lahu Matisoff 88 DL p929 LO-C

|î-k»a÷=bbbb»»»»aaaa wave (in water) n Lahu Matisoff 88 DL p929 LO-C

Ÿg\ï-bbbb»»»»aaaa(=n»a) wave (in water) n Lahu Matisoff 88 DL p929 LO-C

©∑£¡bbbbåååå∞∞∞∞££££ wave n Lahu (Lancang) Dai 92 TBL 0048.43 LO-C

pppp˙̇̇̇££££££££t˚y££ji¢¢no¢¢ wave n Jinuo Dai 92 TBL 0048.44 JNO

l”ø£ppppøøøø¡¡¡¡ wave Bwe (Western) Luce 85 E.10 KAR

l”̇ ≠ppppøøøø¡¡¡¡ wave Paku Luce 85 E.10 KAR

l”̇ ≠ppppøøøø™™™™ wave Pho (Delta) Luce 85 E.10 KAR

l”̇ ≠ppppøøøø∞∞∞∞ wave Pho (Tenasserim) Luce 85 E.10 KAR

l”̇ ≠ppppøøøø¡¡¡¡ wave Sgaw Luce 85 E.10 KAR

l˙£ppppøøøø∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞ wave (in the ocean) n Sgaw (Bassein) Matisoff 00 FM 0048.50 KAR
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SSSSTTTTEEEEDDDDTTTT    CCCCooooggggnnnnaaaatttteeee    SSSSeeeetttt    ####3333555588883333::::    PPPPSSSSTTTT    ****((((PPPP))))----bbbbaaaa    <<<<WWWWAAAAVVVVEEEE    ((((iiiinnnn    aaaa    bbbbooooddddyyyy    ooooffff    wwwwaaaatttteeeerrrr))))>>>>

RRRReeeefffflllleeeexxxx GGGGlllloooossssssss GGGG LLLLaaaannnngggguuuuaaaaggggeeee CCCCiiiittttaaaattttiiiioooonnnn SSSSrrrrcccc    IIIIDDDD GGGGrrrrpppp

ppppoooo∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞no¢™ wave n Bai Dai 92 TBL 0048.48 BAI

ppppaaaajjjj wave n Chinese (Old) Baxter 92 1049 OC

ppppwwww»»»»åååå////ppppuuuu»»»»åååå wave / surge; be shaken as
on waves

Chinese
(Old/Mid)

Karlgren 57
ANK

25l OC

Etymon Assessment

Having exhibited above the 51 forms in this proposed Cognate Set, a
few words must be said with regard to some of its members. First, several
of the forms included here present problems in terms of the sound laws
which have been proposed up to the present. In particular I am thinking of
the finals of the Burmese forms mentioned above, which are included i n
this Cognate Set only for the sake of discussion, and not because I a m
convinced that they are in fact cognate syllables (see above, p. 10).

More to the point, however, are several of the Qiangic and Northern-
Loloish forms, bearing evidence of prefixation/pre-nasalization:

t∆˙∞∞ffffppppaaaa∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞ wave n Pumi (Lanping) Dai 92 TBL 0048.09 Q

d‰££t‰££nnnnbbbbuuuu∞∞∞∞££££ wave n Shixing Dai 92 TBL 0048.17 Q

Ω££mmmmbbbboooo££££££££ wave n Yi (Xide) Dai 92 TBL 0048.35 LO-N

Such prefixation fits in nicely with what is known of the origin of Lahu
voiced initials, and has parallels in the WT variants rba a n d  dba'. It is
only possible to speculate on etymologies of these prefixal elements, and if
forced to guess, I would suggest that some forms suggest that this may b e
a reduction of a <WATER> morpheme. In any event, this prefixal element is
written *(P)-  indicating that it is apparently not attested e.g. in Chinese,
and so optional. *(P)-ba  is reconstructed here, although it seems possible
that voicing is progressively assimilated from the prefix, i.e. *(B)-pa.

Several of the other syllables in these compounds present the
possibility of future refinement of the reconstruction of another <W A V E >
root, that proposed by Coblin (1986, listed first in the Semantic Set above).
Other of the bulging, sesqui- and mono-syllables in the above Semantic Set
present opportunities for future reconstruction.
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Conclus ions

The stock of ST roots solidly attested in so many daughter languages
is rather limited. Many of the languages considered here are spoken by hill
tribes with little recent acquaintance with large bodies of water. As in
Lahu, 'wave' words may only survive in extended usages [e.g. "waves/
ripples of (body) fat"]. As salient waves are primarily phenomena of large
bodies of water (the ocean, large lakes or rivers), this root suggests early
strong association of the PST people with such large bodies of water (e.g.
that they may have been fishermen). Thus, further widespread cognate
sets may be identifiable within the <WATER> semantic domain.

Three strengths of this approach to reconstruction may be emphasized:

• Phonological: simple OC syllable;
• Semantic: concrete natural object;
• Syntactic: cognate polysyllables in the daughter languages.

Satisfying phonological reconstruction cannot be done without reference to
morphosyntax. Though one may perhaps arrive at a general picture of t h e
proto- and later sound systems by working only with monosyllables, t h e
syllables themselves cannot be meaningfully reconstructed in isolation
from one another. When one examines polysyllabic compounds in the
relevant languages, the protean boundaries of the mono-, bulging, sesqui-,
and polysyllables come to life. Etymologized polysyllables may e v e n
eventually be employed for subgrouping purposes, when sufficient good
data has been assembled.
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Appendix 1: STEDT Language Sub-Grouping Abbreviations
Grp# =  = Group/Sub-group Number; Abbr. = Abbreviation.

G r p # A b b r . Group Name
0 .0 .0 ST Sino-Tibetan
0 .1 .0 TB Tibeto-Burman
1.0 .0 KAM Kamarupan
1 .1 .0 N A North Assam
1.1 .1 T A N I Tani
1 .1 .2 DENG Deng
1.1 .3 MNP Monpa
1 .2 .0 KCN Kuki-Chin-Naga
1 .2 .1 KUK Kuki
1 .2 .2 CHIN Chin
1.2 .3 .0 N A G A Naga
1.2 .3 .1 N N Northern Naga
1 .3 .0 MEI Meithei
1 .4 .0 MIK Miki r
1 .5 .0 MRU Mru
1.6 .0 BG Bodo-Garo=Barish
1 .7 .0 CHR Chaire l
2 .0 .0 HIM Himalayish
2 .1 .0 TK Tibeto-Kanauri
2 .1 .1 WH Western Himalayish
2 .1 .2 LEP Lepcha
2.1 .3 .0 TBC Tibetic=Bodic
2.1 .3 .1 TGTM Tamangic
2.1 .3 .2 TIB Tibetan
2.1 .3 .3 BOD Bodish
2 .2 .0 MK Mahakirant i
2 .2 .1 NW Newari
2 .2 .2 KMCS Kham-Magar-Chepang-Sunwari
2 .2 .3 .0 KIR Kiran t i
2 .2 .3 .1 W Western Kiranti
2 .2 .3 .2 E Eastern Kiranti=Rai
3 .0 .0 TQ Tangut-Qiang
3 .1 .0 X Xixia
3 .2 .0 Q Qiangic
3 .3 .0 rG rGyalrong
4 .0 .0 J N L Jingpho-Nung-Luish
4 .1 .0 JG J ingpho
4 .2 .0 NG Nungic
4 .2 .1 NUNG Nung
4.3 .0 L U Luish
5 .0 .0 T J Tujia
6 .0 .0 LB Lolo-Burmese
6 .1 .0 NX Naxi
6 .2 .0 BM Burmish
6 .3 .0 YI Yipho=Loloish
6 .3 .1 L O - N Northern Loloish
6 .3 .2 LO-C Central Loloish

6 .3 .3 L O - S Southern Loloish
6 .4 .0 JNO J inuo
7 .0 .0 KAR Karenic
8 .0 .0 B A I Bai
9 .0 .0 S Sini t ic
9 .0 .1 OC Old (Archaic) Chinese
9 .0 .2 MC Middle (Ancient) Chinese
9 .0 .3 CH Modern Chinese
X.0.0 OTH Other TB
X.1.0 Z Other Languages
X.2.0 UNK Unknown/Unevaluated
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PAPER TITLE: Making Waves in Proto-Sino-Tibetan: 
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The subject of this paper is the recent discovery of a Proto-Sino-
Tibetan root for the natural object <WAVE> (in a body of water). This root
appears in binoms found in both Classical Tibetan and Chinese. The
morpheme in question has been found in 'wave' words in every branch of
the family, including Chinese, Tibetan, Burmese, Loloish and Karenic. The
reflexes of this natural object root confirm known Lolo-Burmese sound
laws. As salient waves are primarily phenomena associated with large
bodies of water (the ocean, large lakes or rivers), this root being attested
throughout the family suggests early strong association of the Proto-Sino-
Tibetan people with such large bodies of water (e.g. that they may h a v e
been fishermen.) Thus, this root suggests that further widespread cognate
sets may be identifiable within the <WATER> semantic domain.

A sample of the data for this <WAVE> cognate set is available on-line at:

<http://stedt.berkeley.edu/pdf/STEDT-WAVE.pdf>


